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Abstrak— Cooking oil is a basic need for Indonesian people. 

Indonesia experienced a shortage of oil in March 2022. This has 

become a hot conversation on Twitter social media last March, 

many people think positively or negatively. But behind it all there 

are different assessments of the parties who feel the pros and cons, 

various parties have different points of view. In this article, we 

conduct a sentiment analysis on the public's response to the 

scarcity of cooking oil using a dataset obtained from the Twitter 

digital platform. This article aims to classify tweets related to the 

scarcity of cooking oil into positive and negative sentiments using 

a machine learning strategy using the Naive Bayes method. This 

algorithm was chosen to make it easier for the public to make 

choices and to know the level of accuracy of the method, where the 

level of accuracy obtained from the nave Bayes classifier method 

72%. 

 

Kata kunci— sentiment analysis, cooking oil, naive bayes 

classifier 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cooking oil is the main ingredient in food processing [1]. 

Cooking oil functions as a heat conductor, the need for which 

is increasing day by day with the increasing demand [2]. 

Cooking oil can add health benefits and calories as well as 

certain flavors to dishes [3]. Therefore, food processing using 

cooking oil is preferred over other processing [4]. Cooking oil 

that is sold in the community has two types of oil, namely 

cooking oil that uses packaging and bulk [5]. the difference 

between the two lies in the filtering which affects the quality of 

the cooking oil [6]. The difference between the two occurs in 

the filtering process where packaged cooking oil is filtered 

twice while the bulk is only filtered once [7]. 

The increase in the price of cooking oil in Indonesia creates 

pros and cons in society, in addition to the rising price of 

cooking oil, it has become scarce in supermarkets and 

traditional markets [8]. This is due to an increase in demand in 

the community but the stock of cooking oil cannot meet the 

demand of the community because it is stockpiled by several 

elements [9]. 

Sentiment analysis is a technique to understand, extract and 

handle data automatically, this technique is completed to get 

sentiment data that is composed of an opinion [10]. In some 

studies, sentiment analysis is included in the big data category, 

the size of text data is also growing, so it has various meanings 

in the context [11]. The analysis stages include tweets, review 

texts, blogs, forums, and preprocessing data which includes, 

stemming, deletion, sentiment identification, tokenization 

process, and sentiment classification [12]. Text mining is a 

technique for grouping documents, clustering, information 

extraction, sentiment analysis and information retrieval [13]. 

Text processing should be possible with several stages in 

preprocessing to be completed to the next grouping stage [14]. 

Thus, this sentiment analysis aims to determine the public's 

response, especially Twitter social media users, to the scarcity 

policy and the ongoing increase in cooking oil prices. This 

study uses data crawling with the Tweepy library on python 

software. Research for classification uses the Textblob library 

in python software [15]. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The research method is a guideline for the stages of the flow 

of research or steps so that research has appropriate results from 

the initial objectives, the design of this research flow is as 

shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Research Flow 

 

In this study, the Naïve Bayes Classifier method was used in 

the classification process carried out. 

A. Tweet Data Collection 

The collection of tweet data with the Twitter API Key is 

1000 tweets data from January 1, 2022 to June 1, 2022 with the 

keyword "Scarcity of Cooking Oil".  

The crawling data comes from Twitter social media tweets 

regarding “scarcity of cooking oil”. Figure 2 is the stage of data 

crawling. 

 

Figure 2. Data Crawling Stage 

the steps taken to get tweet data about the scarcity of cooking 

oil: 

1. The first step in collecting data is creating an 

account on Twitter Development which has a 

special function to process data on Twitter 

accounts. 

 

Figure 3. Create Twitter Account 

2. After the account creation process is successful, 

the next step the researcher will get a Key Token 

and Key Access which has a function as an 

Application Programming Interface (API) by 

accessing https://developer.twitter.com. 

 

Figure 4. Dashboard Twitter Developer 

3. Open google collab and install the required 

libraries on google collab. 

 

Figure 5. Python Library Installation 

4. Call all the libraries that have been installed and 

also enter the key token and key access that have 

been obtained previously. 

 

Figure 6. Import Python Library 

5. Enter the code for crawling the data. Set words, 

the start and end dates and the amount of data you 

want to pull, wait a while and the results of the 

data pull will appear, then export it into csv form. 

 

Figure 7. Python Coding to Pull Twitter Data 

https://developer.twitter.com/
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6. the result of exporting tweet data taken from 

twitter. 

 

Figure 8. Data Pull Results in Python 

B.  Preprocessing Data 

At this stage, the data that has been collected is then 

processed, which is usually called preprocessing. At this stage, 

it is expected to be able to make the text sentences form ideal 

sentences before the implementation stage is carried out. This 

stage is related to several stages including Case Folding, 

Tokenizen, Filtering, Cleansing and also Stemming. 

Naïve Bayes Classifier is a classification method that can be 

used to predict the probability of class membership. Naive 

Bayes Classifier is also classified as an algorithm that is easy 

and simple to use and has high accuracy results in estimating 

an event. Below is the Naïve Bayes Classifier equation. 

 

𝑃(𝑋|𝑌) =
𝑃(𝑋|𝑌) × 𝑃(𝑋) 

𝑃(𝑌)
              (1) 

 

Where : 

X  = provisional estimates of data from a specific class 

Y  = Data with unknown class 

P(X|Y)  = Estimated probability of X with terms Y (posterior 

probability) 

P(X)   = Estimated probability X (prior probability) 

P(Y|X)  = Probability of estimating Y with X 

P(Y)  = Probability Y 

 

Information : 

Posterior probability: there may be class X 

Prior probability : probability of the initial sample of class Y 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This sentiment analysis regarding the scarcity of oil uses the 

Naïve Bayes Classifier method. With the aim of comparing 

with previous research and increasing accuracy. 

A. Tweet Data Collection 

The data obtained is converted into tabular form to make it 

easier to carry out the next process. contains three attributes, 

namely: 

1. Username: username contains the username of the 

account that created the tweets obtained 

2. Tweetcreatedts : tweetcreatedts contains data when 

tweets were created 

3. Text: contains tweets or opinions commonly called 

tweets from Twitter user accounts. 

B. Preprocessing  

Preprocessing is a stage that includes cleaning, case folding, 

tokenization, filtering and stemming. This stage is carried out 

to clean crawled data, such as removing punctuation marks, 

symbols, hashtags, , HTM, mentions and other symbols that are 

not relevant. In this preprocessing stage, the crawled tweets 

data are converted as a whole into lowercase letters, cut a 

sentence into word chunks, remove and change stacked words 

into basic words. 

1. Cleaning 

This stage is the stage of removing some irrelevant 

punctuation marks, including commas, exclamation 

marks, question marks, , mentions, URLs and hashtags. 

Table I is the result data from the cleansing stage [16]. 

 

Table 1. Cleaning Result Data 

No Before After 

1 Yg tribun aja bisa di borong 
miliaran..gak heran klo 

minyak goreng langka.. 

Tetiba ada yg bagikan berton 

ton https://t.co/diAJrhDobt 

Yg tribun aja bisa di 
borong miliaran gak heran 

klo minyak goreng langka 

Tetiba ada yg bagikan 

berton ton 

2 @FOODFESS2 pilih jokowi 

banyak gilir jokowi bohong 
lupa janji suara dengar pilih 

jokowi protes minyak goreng 

langka 

pilih jokowi banyak gilir 

jokowi bohong lupa janji 
suara dengar pilih jokowi 

protes minyak goreng 

langka. 

3 "Pak Jokowi Bilang Dalam 2 

Minggu Harga Minyak 

Goreng Curah Akan Kembali 
Ke 14RB/L" Nyatanya 

Tidak! PHP Lagi! lewat| 

Selengkapnya 

https://t.co/7ch5fMM4bY 
Mohon ijin tag 

https://t.co/B6rkIjpkov 

Pak Jokowi Bilang Dalam 

2 Minggu Harga Minyak 

Goreng Curah Akan 
Kembali Ke 14RB L 

Nyatanya Tidak PHP Lagi 

lewat Selengkapnya 

Mohon ijin tag 

 

2. Tokenization 

Tokenization is a library of NLTK used in this 

research. The tokenization stage has a function to break 

sentences from tweets into words, Table II is the result 

of the tokenization stage [17]. 
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Table 2. Tokenization Result Data 

No Before After 

1 Yg tribun aja bisa di 

borong miliaran gak heran 

klo minyak goreng langka 
Tetiba ada yg bagikan 

berton ton 

[‘Yg’, ‘tribun’, ‘aja’ ‘bisa’, 

‘di’, ‘borong’, ‘miliaran’, 

‘gak’, ‘heran’, ‘klo’, 
‘minyak’, ‘goreng’, 

‘langka’, ‘Tetiba’, ‘ada’, 

‘yg’, ‘bagikan’, ‘berton’, 

‘ton’] 

2 pilih jokowi banyak gilir 

jokowi bohong lupa janji 
suara dengar pilih jokowi 

protes minyak goreng 

langka 

[‘pilih’, ‘jokowi’, ‘banyak’, 

‘gilir’, ‘jokowi’, ‘bohong’, 
‘lupa’, ‘janji’, ‘suara’, 

‘dengar’, ‘pilih’, ‘jokowi’, 

‘protes’, ‘minyak’, 

‘goreng’, ‘langka’] 

3 Pak Jokowi Bilang Dalam 

2 Minggu Harga Minyak 

Goreng Curah Akan 

Kembali Ke 14RB L 

Nyatanya Tidak PHP Lagi 

lewat Selengkapnya 
Mohon ijin tag 

[‘Pak’, ‘Jokowi’, ‘Bilang’, 

‘Dalam’, ‘2’, ‘Minggu’, 

‘Harga’, ‘Minyak’, 

‘Goreng’, ‘Curah’, ‘Akan’, 

‘Kembali’, ‘Ke’, ‘14RB’, 

‘L’, ‘Nyatanya’, ‘Tidak’, 
‘PHP’, ‘Lagi’, ‘lewat’, 

‘Selengkapnya’, ‘Mohon’, 

‘ijin’, ‘tag’] 

 

3. Case Folding 

At this stage, case folding functions to change the 

letters contained in the tweets data into lowercase or 

lowercase letters so that they are easier to read by 

computers [18]. 

 

4. Filtering 

At this stage the filtering used comes from the NLTK 

library in Indonesian to make it easier to remove 

unnecessary word times to reduce noise which makes 

the data cleaner [19]. 

 

5. Stemming 

In this stemming stage, the library used is the stemmer 

factory library to facilitate the process. The goal is to 

make each tweet a root word and remove the affixes 

from tweets [20]. 

In Table.3 below is a comparison before and after the 

data passed the case folding, filtering and stemming 

stages. 

Table 3. Case Folding, Filtering, Stemming Result Data 

No Before After 

1 Yg tribun aja bisa di 

borong miliaran gak heran 
klo minyak goreng langka 

Tetiba ada yg bagikan 

berton ton 

tribun aja borong miliar gak 

heran minyak goreng langka 
tetiba bagi  

2 pilih jokowi banyak gilir 

jokowi bohong lupa janji 
suara dengar pilih jokowi 

protes minyak goreng 

langka 

jokowi banyak jokowi 

bohong lupa janji suara 
dengar jokowi protes 

minyak goreng langka 

3 Pak Jokowi Bilang Dalam 

2 Minggu Harga Minyak 

Goreng Curah Akan 

jokowi bilang minggu harga 

minyak goreng curah  

No Before After 

Kembali Ke 14RB L 
Nyatanya Tidak PHP Lagi 

lewat Selengkapnya 

Mohon ijin tag 

 

C. Translate 

After the data has passed the preprocessing stage, the next 

step is to process the data with the library translator. Table IV 

below is the results before and after the data is done. 

Table 4. Translated Result Data 

No Before After 

1 tribun aja borong miliar 

gak heran klo minyak 

goreng langka tetiba bagi 

ton ton 

The tribune just buys 

billions, it's not surprising 

that rare cooking oil 

suddenly gives tons of tons 

2 pilih jokowi banyak gilir 

jokowi bohong lupa janji 
suara dengar pilih jokowi 

protes minyak goreng 

langka 

vote for Jokowi many 

times, Jokowi lied, forgot to 
make an appointment to 

hear, Vote for Jokowi, 

protested against rare 

cooking oil 

3 jokowi bilang minggu 

harga minyak goreng 
curah rb php lengkap ijin 

tag 

Jokowi said sunday the 

price of bulk cooking oil rb 
php complete with tag 

permits 

 

D. Sentiment Analysis and Classification 

After performing the steps carried out on the clean tweets 

data, the next step is to classify, in this study the classification 

is using the Naive Bayes Classifier method. 

1. Naïve Bayes Classifier 

The grouping method that uses simple probabilities is 

rooted in Bayes' theorem and has a large independent 

opinion (not dependent) on each condition [21]. 

Table 5. Data Classification Naive Bayes Classifier 

No Tweet Classification Naïve Bayes 

Classification 

1 photo of market 

subsidized cooking 

oil price 

socialization 

Netral Netral 

2 vote for Jokowi 

many times, Jokowi 
lied, forgot to make 

an appointment to 

hear, Vote for 

Jokowi, protested 
against rare cooking 

oil 

Positif Positif 

3 shadow of rare 

cooking oil at the 

eastern end of 

Indonesia, the taste 
is suddenly fixed, 

the price will take 

time tomorrow will 

Positif Positif 
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No Tweet Classification Naïve Bayes 

Classification 

be abundant, there is 

a cooking oil mafia 

with regional 

structures 

 

 

E. Visualization 

After all stages are completed, the next stage is visualization, 

the output of this research visualization is in the form of a 

histogram which displays the percentage of each class. Figure 

6 is a histogram display as the output of this analysis 

visualization. 

 

Figure 9. Histogram Visualization Results Display 

F. Algorithm Implementation 

The next stage is the implementation of the algorithm. At this 

stage, training and testing of the data is carried out, where the 

output produced is a prediction algorithm. The results of the 

algorithm are very important because they are an indication that 

the method used is correct or not while simultaneously testing 

the accuracy of the algorithm. The following are the results of 

the training and testing that have been carried out. 

 

Table 6. Confusion Metric Results 

 Positif Netral Negative 

True Positif 

(TF) 
98 232 53 

False Positive 

(FP) 
10 143 3 

False Negative 

(FN) 
75 5 76 

 

G. Performance Metric 

At this stage, testing is carried out using the sklearn library 

to assist the process in displaying the classification report. In 

building a machine learning model, measures or metrics are 

commonly used to find out how well the model is performing. 

Precision, recall, f1-score, maccri avg and weighted avg were 

used to evaluate this model. Figure 4 is the result of the report 

from the Naïve Bayes Classification method. 

 

 

Table 7. Classification Report Results Naive Bayes Classifier 

Method 

 
Precision Recall 

F1-

Score 
Support 

Negatif 0.95 0.46 0.62 114 

Netral 0.64 0.98 0.78 237 

Positif 0.91 0.57 0.70 173 

Accuracy   0.73 524 

Macro AVG 0.83 0.67 0.70 524 

Weighted 

AVG 

0.80 0.73 0.72 524 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This research can be developed further by incorporating 

Deep Learning to achieve more accurate results. In addition, 

there is still a lot of room to conduct sentiment analysis research 

using various pre-processing, modeling, and evaluation of data. 

In addition, the scope of research is also a research area that is 

not limited. 

Based on the research that has been done on sentiment 

analysis about public opinion on the scarcity of cooking oil on 

the digital twitter platform using the Naive Bayes Classifier 

method, the results are in the form of crawling data from 

deviations that open 1000 tweet data. After doing several 

processes such as preprocessing and the next stage is testing the 

Naive Bayes Classifier method with the total data obtained is 

523 tweet data. The accuracy of the Naive Bayes Classifier is 

72%. With this accuracy, it shows that sentiment analysis using 

the Naïve Bayes Classifier method has a high accuracy value. 
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